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Question (I): In the following multiple choice questions, please choose the correct answer,
you ntust.wri(g_down the steps to get the_correct answer. (25 Marks)

(1) D@rt*., tt * rp*A u i" *mran automobile is given by v=af +bf ,
where the time I is in scconds. 'Ihe units of a and 6 are respectively:

il. m/sa ; m/ss b. m/s3 ; m/sa c. m/s2 ; m/s3 d. s3/m ; so/m

(2) ll'he side of an iron cubc is 6x10-6 cm long.
cube. in SI units, is approximately:

If the density is 7.86 g/cm3, the mass of the

a. 2.l5xl0-20

(3) At 'v\41at temperaturc is
reading?

a. -12.3'F

d. 3.64x 1Ore

the Celsius scale reading equal to twice the Fahrenheit scale

(4) A 0.05 kg ingot of metal is heated to 200 oC and then dropped into a calorimeter
containing 0.4 kg of water initially at 20 oC.If the final equilibrium temperature of the
mixed system is22.4 "C, the specific heat of the metal is (S*u,.,:4i87 J/Kg."C):

^. 150 JAfu."C b. 453 J/I(g.'C c. 673 JlKg."C d. 800 JA(g."C

(5) A constant-volume gas thermometer is used to measure the temperature of an object. When
the thermometer is in contact with water at its triple point (273.16 K) the pressure in the
thermometer is 8.5x104 Pa. When it is in contact with the object the pressure is 9.65x104
Pa. l'he temperature of the object is:
a. 37K b. 24tK c. 310 K d. 314 K

(6) Suppcrse lhat X:YZ, where X has the dimension L/l\{ and Z has the dimension L/T, then

Y has the dimension:
a. I\,{/L2T b. TiM c. TMIL2 d. ]d,TM

(7) The Cartesian coordinatcs of a point in thexy plane are (x, r; = (*3.5,-2.5) m. the polar

coordinates of this point (r, 0) are:

a. (2.3 m,36') b. (3.6 m,95") c. (4.3 m,216') d. (*2.9 m, 25')

(8) The standard kilogram is a l'latinum-Iridium cylinder 39 mrn in height and 39 mm in
diameter. What is the density of this material?
a. 21.455 glcm3 b. 5.362 g/cm3 c. 10.59 g/cm3 d. 9.5 kg/m3

(9) A house is built of bricks (k:0.15 call(sec.m,oc)), with walls 20 cm thick. A wall in one

of the rooms of this house measures 5 m x 3 m. What is the heat flow through this wall if
the inside temperature is (21 'C) and the outside temperature (*18 "C)?

a. 150 callsec b. 240 callsec c. 440 callsec d. 680 callsec

b. 1.7x10-r8

b. -24.6"F

c.3.64x10-r8

c. *12.3"C d. -24.6'C

(10) A jet lands on an aircrall carrier at 63 n'r/s, what is its acceleration (assumed constant) if it
stops in 2 s due to an arrcsting cable that snags the jet and brings it to a stop?

a. - -32 mlsT b. - -120 mlsz c. - 32 mls2 d. - 120 mls2
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Question (II): Answer the fbllowing problems (25 Marks)

1. A solid cube of Al (density2.7 g/cm3) has avolume of 0.2.*'. If the atomic mass

of Al is27 g/mol, how many Al atoms are contained in the cube? [N,1:(.Q/x]Q23
atorns/mol]

2, Suppose we are told that the acceleration (a) of a particle moving with uniform
speed (v) in a circlc of radius (r) is proportional to some power of r, say Fu, and
some power of u, say v'', Determine the values of n and nt? [Use
dimension analysis rnethod]

3. An a-lurninum-alloy rod has a length of 10 cm at ZA"C and a length of 10.015 cm at

the boiling point of water.

a) What is the length of the rod at the freezing point of water?
b) What is the tempcraturc if the length of the rod is 10.009 cm?

4, A long jumper leavcs the ground at an angle of 20" above the horizontal and at a
speed of 11 m/s [g:9.8 m/s21.

a) How far does he jurnp irr the horizontal direction?
b) What is the maximum hcight reached?

5. A hockey puck having a mass of 0.3 kg slides on the

horizontal, frictionlcss surlbce of an ice rink. Two

hockey sticks strike the puck simultaneously,

exerting the forces on the puck shown in Figure.

Thc force Frt ut a magnitude of 5 N, and the force

F, has a magnitude of 8 N. Determine both the

magnitude and the direction of the puck's

acce leration.

<<<BE,T MSHES>>>
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Part I- Choose the correct answer: (I8 Marks)
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1) To make an uncharged object have a positive charge;

a) remove some rreutrons

b) add some neutrons

c) add some electrons

d) remove some electrons

2) The rrnit of ll4ncs is:

a; N2C2

b)N'm/C

.) N2 . *'lC'
d) N . ^'lC'

3) An isolated charged point particle
magnitud e E at a point 2m away. At
magnitude of the lield is:

a) 2E

b) 4E

c) ElZ

d) Et4

produces an electric fiefO with
a point lm from the particle the

4) An electron traveling north enters a region where the electric lield is

uniform and points north. The electron:

a) speeds up

b) slows tlown

c) turns east

d) continues with the same speed in the same direction

o^rr1 /B



5)l'The net charge on the outer surface of a spherical conducting shell is
+7C" A particle with a charge of -3 C is placecl at the center of the
cavity. The net charge of the sphericar conducting shell is:

a) +l0C

b) -7c
c) +4C

d) -10c

6) A total charge of 7xl0-t C is uniformly distributed throughout a non-
conrlucting sphere with a radius of 5 cm. The electric potential at the
surface, relative to the potential far away, is about i (k, = 9xl0e N.m2ic2;

a) 1.26 x 104 V

h) -1 .32 x I04 v
c\ 7.54 x lOs V

d) -6.32 x 104 V

7) A 5 cm radius isolated conducting sphere is charged so its potential is
+100V, relative to the potential far away. The charge density on its
surface is:

a) +2.27 x 10-8 clmz

b) -2.27 x 10-8 c/m2

c)+1.77 x l0-8 Clmz

d) +3.55 x 10-8 Clm2

8) If a capacitor C has a charge Q, then the actual charges on its plates are:

a) 8,8
b) u2, Qtz

c) Q, -Q
d) u2, -QtT

o^r"2 f B
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2) T, store a total of 0.04 J
connected in parallel with
capacitance of:

a) 1.0 pF

b) 2.0 pF

c) 0.I0 pF

d) 1.5 pF

in the two identical capacitors
of 200 V, each should have a

of energy

a battery

10) Four wires meet at a junction. The first carries 44. into the junction, the
second carries 5A out of the junction, and the third carries 2A out of
the,iunction. The fourth carries:

a) 7 A out of the junction

b) 3A into the junction

c) 34. out of the junction

d) 7A into the junction

11) A total resistance of 3 Sl is to be produced by combining an unknown
resistor r? with a 12 Sl resistor, The value of 1l and how is it to be

connected to the 12 dl resistor is:

a) 2.4 (1, parallel

b) 4.0 S), series

c) 4.0 fl, parallel

d) 2.4 Q, series

12) In the formula F : qrtxE:,

--, - ----+

a) F must be perpendicular" toi but not necessarilv to B

b) F must be perpendicular to B but not necessarily toi
c) 7 must be perpendicular toB but not necessarily to F

d) F rnust be perpendicular to both i andB

L lvl
v^u"3 f B



Part II- Solve only four (!) from the following problems: (32 Marks)

1) A long conductor, straight metal rod has a radius of 5 cm and a charge
per unit length of 30 nC/m. Find the electric field (a) 3 cm, (b) l0 cm,
and (c) 100 cm from the axis of the rod, where distances are measured
perpendicular to the rod,s axis. (kr= 9xI0e N.m2lC2;

tnsr4 f B



2) A charge +g is at the nrigin. A charge -Zqis atr:2 m on thex-axis. For

what finite value(s) of x is (a) the electric field zero? (b) The electric

potential zero?

0r,..5/B



3) Two capacitors (cr = 5 pF and c2: 12 1fi),are connected with a battery
of 9 V. Find:

(a) The equivalent capacitance of the combination. ,

(b) The potential difference across each capacitor.
(c) The charge stored on each capacitor

In case of the two capacitors are connected in rrarallel and in series with the
battery.

o^s"6 f B



4) Using Kirchhoff s rules, find the current in each resistor in the figure.

f3

d

vugr'7 f B



5) As shown in the figure, the cube is 40 cm on each edge. Four straight
segments of wire named as: ab, bc, ctl and cla form a closed loop that
carries a curren t I = 5 A, in the direction shown. A uniform magnetic
field of magnitucl e B :0.02 T is in the positive y direction. Determine the
magnitude and direction of the magnetic force on each segment. y 

I

Z1?

tf*ft

d

b-'' ff

t"^g"B f B
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